
TELEMUNDO OF PUERTO RICO, INC. 

TOPICS AND PROGRAMS REPORT 

FILED ON OCTOBER 10, 2017 

 

 

I. TOPICS.  The following topics are included in this report, which 

shows coverage for the quarter that extends from July 1st, 2017 to 

September 30th, 2017. 

 

• Government                               

• War  

• Education 

• Health Care/Medicine 

• Environment and Science                                                                                                                             

• Economy/Consumer Interest  

• Religion and Social Issues 

 

These topics are addressed at the three daily editions of TELENOTICIAS 

at 11:00 a.m., 5:00 p.m. and 10:00 p.m. and TELENOTICIAS FIN DE 

SEMANA at 5:00 p.m. and 10:00 p.m. 

 

We transmitted uninterrupted from Tuesday, September 19, 2017 from 

5am to Wednesday, September 20, 2017 at 2:00p.m.  On September 20, 

2017, Hurricane María hit Puerto Rico, leaving the whole island without 

communications, internet or electricity.  Due to that event of the nature, 

we were not be able to transmit our newscast in a regular basis.  

 

After that, we started transmitting via Facebook Live until we get our 

signal back.  Since then, we are transmitting special newscast regarding 

the recovery process of the island. 

 

II. SPECIAL PROGRAMS.  Telemundo air special programs and takes 

part in social and cultural activities for public benefit.    

 



GOVERNMENT 

 

JULY 

7/6  The Governor warned the leadership of the Fiscal Supervision Board that it 

will not reduce the working hours of thousands of public employees, despite 

the fact that the approved budget contains a clause that legally activates this 

mechanism 

7/7  Only members of the PNP will be able to vote in the special election to fill the 

vacancy in the mayor's office of Guaynabo. 

7/10  The governor today named the three members of the Equality Commission 

for Puerto Rico that will promote in Congress the admission of the island as a 

state 

7/16  In Barranquitas today commemorated the 158 anniversary of the birth of 

Luis Muñoz Rivera 

7/16  The mayor of Ceiba denounced that the government has not supported him 

in the efforts he takes to lift the battered economic situation in his town. 

7/16  The Mayor of San Juan Carmen Yulin Cruz expressed today about the validity 

of the lawsuit against the government development bank 

7/17  The governor of Ricardo Rosselló delivered a letter to the governor of Alaska 

to investigate the conditions to which the Puerto Rican workers are exposed 

7/20  Elías Sánchez resigns to the representation of the government before the JCF 

7/21 The government announced today an increase of 11 thousand people 

employed in the first six months of this year which reduced the 

unemployment rate to levels that were not seen since 2004 

7/22  The Mayor of San Juan admitted that the tension she maintains with her 

party is so strong that in September she will take up her position as vice-

president of women at the disposal of the president of the community, 

7/24  Public employees could take to the streets again if the government enforces 

the reduction of working hours and the elimination of the Christmas bonus 

7/26  Governor Ricardo Rosselló reiterated his position to the reduction of 

working hours that, in his opinion, drives the JSF, but is contained in the 

fiscal plan of his government. 



7/27  The mayor of San Juan, Carmen Yulin Cruz, claimed that she sued the JCF in 

the Federal Court to protect the money of the San Juan citizens 

7/28  The president of the representative chamber announced the creation of a 

special commission for the sustainable development of the islands of Vieques 

and Culebra 

7/31  The President of the Senate today ruled out eliminating municipalities to 

reduce public spending after meeting with popular mayors and PNP’s who 

called for help to the legislature 

AUGUST 

8/1 To days of the special election by the mayor of Guaynabo, a group of women 

expressed against Carmelo Ríos and exhorted the party to vote against 

8/3  The Governor offers an information session with the President of the 

Government Development Bank and current representative of the First 

Executive before the Fiscal Control Board 

8/5  In a special election, Angel Pérez becomes the new mayor of the city of 

Guaynabo by an overwhelming majority 

8/6  Governor Ricardo Rosselló sent a letter to President Donald Trump rejecting 

the measure of the Fiscal Control Board. 

8/6  The leadership of the PNP approves changes in its Regulation with a 70 

percent participation in its Board. 

8/7  The UTIER filed lawsuits against the PR Government, the Fiscal Supervision 

Board and the Electric Energy Authority 

8/22  The Front for Puerto Rico in Washington is formally established with the 

establishment of a common agenda and a travel itinerary 

8/27  The JSFA today sued Governor Ricardo Rosselló in the Federal Court to force 

him to attack the reduction of working hours and the pensions of thousands 

of public employees. 

8/30  Governor Ricardo Rosselló did not rule out a possible cut in the working day 

of public employees as the Fiscal Supervision Board 

 

SEPTEMBER 

9/10 US President Donald Trump cataloged the effect of Hurricane Irma on PR as a 

major disaster and ordered federal aid. 



 

WAR 

 

AUGUST 

 

8/22 Following President Trump's announcement of new actions in Afghanistan, 

the question arises whether more Puerto Rican troops will be activated. 

 

 

EDUCATION 

 

JULY 

7/7  The UPR Governing Board will decide this afternoon who will be the Acting 

President of the Institution 

7/11  A group of retired teachers and health workers protested in front of the fort 

today demanding immediate attention from the governor. 

7/11  The Mayor of Aguas Buenas moves his office in front of the Luis Santaella 

school gate in protest of the permanence of the school. 

7/14  Sales of school effects without IVU flowed normally without fines by DACO 

7/20  A few weeks into the school year, hundreds of teachers make huge ranks to 

apply for a temporary place 

7/24  With the vote in favor of the majority of the university board was approved 

the budget of the UPR, which will be recommended to the government board 

this week 

7/26  The governing board of the UPR is preparing to ratify this afternoon the 

budget presented by the interim president and approved by the university 

board 

7/30  The strike and the courts are the two forums that have chosen teachers to 

deal with the elimination of their retirement system, which will be evaluated 

during the extraordinary session that begins tomorrow 

AUGUST 

8/1  Students, teachers and non-teaching employees will be affected by the fiscal 

plan approved by the Board of Governors of the UPR 

8/3  The Our Lady of Lourdes Catholic School closes operations in Carolina, after 

61 years of operation. 



8/4  Students from vulnerable communities receive backpacks with school 

supplies as part of the Supporting Our Telemundo and United Feds Schools 

Campaign. 

8/7  After more than two months on strike, the UPR of Bayamón celebrates the 

graduation of 503 students. 

8/10  The Secretary of Education promised to transform the system for the new 

school year starting next week 

8/12  Secretary of Education Julia Keleher will assume an additional position of 

school principal to eliminate the bureaucratic distance between the head of 

the Agency and the students and teachers. 

8/14  The route of schools by the Secretary of Education continues in the afternoon 

today in the Municipality of Guaynabo 

SEPTEMBER 

9/1 The Department of Education reacted to the onerous expense of the schools 

that were ironically closed for economies. 

9/4 As part of the preparations for the arrival of Hurricane Irma, the Governor 

suspended classes in public schools 

HEALTH CARE / MEDICINE 

 

JULY 

 

7/7  The medical cannabis industry in Puerto Rico is expanding its offer to 

patients.  

 

7/9  The First Executive made the regulation of medical marijuana into a law, 

emphasizing that the aim is to improve the quality of life of patients, which is 

now the center of research and create thousands of direct and indirect jobs. 

 

7/11  The association of municipal legislators presents an alternative for patients 

to be able to purchase their prescription drugs at community pharmacies. 

 

7/14  The federal anti-drug agency and AMSSCA announced a cooperation 

agreement to address a possible epidemic of the drug fentanyl. 

 

7/15  The new health plan that would replace "Obamacare" endangers the patients 

of Medicare 

 

7/18  In Puerto Rico, the Office of the patient's attorney only serves the health 

reform, leaving out those with private plans and Advantage plans 



 

7/19  Hundreds of kidney patients in the western area could confront dialysis 

access problems after an insurer canceled the contract of one of the only two 

providers of dialysis 

 

7/21  Medical authorities are investigating whether the bacterium "Acinetobacter 

Baumani" threatens the health of patients in one of the major hospitals in the 

west. 

 

7/22  Tobacco smuggling continues to rise especially since the government 

increased its taxes as one of the measures to tackle its fiscal crisis 

AUGUST 

 

8/1  Experts say there is very little chance that the Zika virus can spread by 

kissing a person 

 

8/23 The Coalition of Asthma and other respiratory conditions of PR alerted some 

chronic conditions that have high levels of mortality. 

 

8/9  The First Executive made the regulation of medical marijuana into a law 

emphasizing that it seeks to improve the quality of life of patients, that now 

the island is positioned as the axis in research and that thousands of direct 

and indirect jobs will be created. 

 

SEPTEMBER 

 

9/1 Music therapy as complementary medicine allows patients with certain 

conditions to temporarily forget the discomforts that afflict them 

 

 

ENVIRONMENT AND SCIENCE 

 

JULY 

7/6  The collection charge for garbage in Arecibo is suspended because a court 

paralyzed the measure of the municipality 

 

7/7  Many responded to the call made by the mayor of Aguadilla, Carlos Mendez 

to help outside party lines, the municipality of Toa Baja that faces a crisis 

because it only has two trucks for the garbage collection 

 

7/8  For the second consecutive day more than 300 volunteers and municipal 

employees of Toa Baja and 14 other municipalities joined efforts to rescue 

Toa low from the garbage that clothes the streets. 

 

7/8  More than 150 people joined today to participate in World Beach Rescue Day 

cleaning on Soleil beach in pine trees, Loíza 



 

7/10  The mayor of San Juan arrived today to the municipality of Toa Baja to help 

with garbage collection in sectors where 4 months ago there is no service 

 

7/13  They call the governor of Puerto Rico to amend the law 40 that allows the 

deposit of ashes in the dump of Peñuelas. 

 

7/13  The activist Tito Kayak joined the group of protesters of Peñuelas against the 

ashes in the landfill 

 

7/14  Peace returns to the municipality of Peñuelas after stopping the ash deposit 

in the landfill of the municipality 

 

7/16  The company that runs the international airport Luis Muñoz Marín, Aerostar, 

faces an allegation of violation of environmental integrity 

 

7/17  The camp not to the ashes extended to the legal way its environmental fight, 

after filing quarrels in order to stop the deposit of ashes in the landfill of 

Peñuelas. 

 

7/19  The legislature contemplates to prohibit the packaging of foam 

 

7/30  The entrance to the Peñuelas dump is again the scene of a demonstration 

against the ash deposit 

 

AUGUST 

 

8/1  After 19 days without depositing coal ash wastes at the Peñuelas landfill, AES 

resumed the transportation of these materials to the landfill of that 

municipality 

 

8/4  Playa Rosada resort in Lajas closes because of the sea weed that reached the 

shores of the beach 

 

8/6  The Court dismissed an appeal lodged by the Tallaboa Health, Development 

and Environment Committee to avoid the ash deposit at the Peñuelas landfill. 

 

8/8  For the second day in a row, more than 300 volunteers and municipal 

employees from Toa Baja and 14 other municipalities joined efforts to rescue 

Toa Baja from the garbage that litters the streets. 

 

 8/8  More than 150 people joined today to participate in World Beach Rescue Day 

cleaning at Soleil Beach in Piñones, Loíza. 

 

8/10  The EC Waste Company allowed Telenoticias to enter its field in Peñuelas 

where they deposit the coal waste in the AES Generatrix 



 

8/22  Animals from the Mayagüez Zoo to the United States 

 

8/27  The Mayor of Santa Isabel declared a sector of his municipality under public 

health emergency before the invasion of bugs, insects and iguanas. 

 

8/15  AEE management proposes to declare a state of emergency in the public 

corporation. 

 

8/15  Six engineering students from the Interamerican University, Bayamón 

Campus will leave the United States Thursday as part of the NASA research 

team, which will study the total solar eclipse and will be partially seen in PR. 

 

8/17  Heavy rains that hit the island since last night caused floods and landslides in 

the southeast of the island. 

 

8/17  Hundreds of people got their special glasses today to see the solar eclipse 

that can be seen next Monday. 

 

SEPTEMBER 

 

9/1 Hurricane Irma continues its route to the Caribbean 

 

9/1 The PREPA prepares itself for the possibility of facing a Category 4 or 5 

Hurricane, aware that its facilities are extremely fragile and at its worst in 

the history of the corporation. 

 

9/1 Puerto Ricans are supplied with electric generators to face the possible 

arrival of Hurricane Irma 

 

9/2 Hurricane Irma keeps on alert for PR although the phenomenon remains still 

distant, continues its route towards the Caribbean 

 

9/4 Hurricane Irma continues its threatening course to the Caribbean 

 

9/4 The Islands of Vieques and Culebra Islands prepare to receive the strong gust 

of wind from Hurricane Irma 

 

9/4 The residents of Cataño are prepared to mitigate the consequences of the 

rains and swells that could affect the Municipality 

 

9/5 Hurricane Irma has intensified in the last hours provoking more mobilization 

of the citizens before its proximity. 

 

9/5 The leader of the UTIER is worried and worried that before this emergency 

the AEE has not presented a contingency plan at the Central Palo Seco. 



 

9/7 Governor Ricardo Rosselló began the evaluation and recovery phase of the 

country once the threat of Hurricane Irma 

9/7 Residents of the San Isidro neighborhood in Canóvanas inspected their 

residences to find their structures devastated by Hurricane Irma 

 

9/7 The governor convenes a press conference from the State Agency for 

Emergency Management where he will offer the balance of the emergency 

caused by Hurricane Irma 

 

9/8 Continue the works of cleaning and reconstruction two days before the hit by 

Irma by our region 

 

9/12 Hurricane Irma caused the sea to move away from the coast 

 

9/16 Storm Mary becomes an impact threat to the island 

 

9/16 The 24 refugee families in Canóvanas do not know when they will be able to 

return to their homes and the hope is distracted by the threat of a new 

atmospheric phenomenon that is related to the Caribbean 

 

9/19 The government security protocol is activated before what the Governor 

cataloged a possible catastrophic and devastating impact with Hurricane 

Maria. 

 

ECONOMY/CONSUMER INTERESTS 

 

JULY 

 

7/22  The Secretary of Finance promises to comply with the payment of all refunds 

on or before the next month of August 

 

AUGUST 

 

8/22  The three main companies that sell liquefied gas have not submitted the 

documentation requested by DACO to regulate prices. 

 

SEPTEMBER 

 

9/1 With the transfer to the Department of the Treasury of 98 employees of 

different agencies, the Administration of the Governor Rosselló launched its 

unique employer program 

 

9/7 More than a million of electricity consumers stay without service 

 



9/7 The lack of electricity caused long lines of people who stood to buy ice and 

food 

 

9/7 Faced with the lack of electricity, consumers cram the malls to charge their 

cell phones. 

 

9/8 A group of restaurants joined the effort to feed public servants who work in 

emergency work after Hurricane Irma. 

 

9/19 The Department of Consumer Affairs reported that the price freeze on basic 

necessities before the possible passage of Hurricane Maria by our region 

continues in force. 

 

 

RELIGION AND SOCIAL ISSUES 

 

JULY 

 

7/4  Two killings of rearing dogs have been reported in Naranjito, municipality 

that faces a marked increase in the abandonment of animals 

 

7/19  The countdown begins with the television campaign to vacate the hostels 

next August 19 

 

7/26  The LGBTT community in Puerto Rico called President Trump's order not to 

allow transgender people to join the militia 

 

7/31  The health department began its new campaign "Lacta Dondequiera" where 

it seeks to guide the right of a mother to breastfeed her baby in any public or 

private place 

 

AUGUST 

 

8/30  Hundreds of people arrived at the Pedrín Zorrilla coliseum looking to pre-

qualify for a home through Plan 8. 

 

SEPTEMBER 

 

9/10 Hundreds of people have come to PR from the islands of St. Martin and St. 

Thomas, devastated by Hurricane Irma, and what they describe is a terrifying 

experience 

 

9/10 The ELA Employees Association has joined dozens of organizations to collect 

basic necessities that will then be distributed among those affected by 

Hurricane Irma. 

 



9/11 The three main channels of the country, have united to shake hands with the 

victims of Hurricane Irma 

 

9/14 The Municipality of San Juan intensified the cleaning brigade in the sector to 

remove debris 

 

 

 

SECURITY 

 

8/4  Luis Muñoz Marín International Airport operations were detained for more 

than 1 hour after an explosive device was detected in a passenger's hand 

luggage, resulting in the eviction of a terminal. 

 

 

II. OTHERS 

 

A. TELEMUNDO’S GALLERY 

 

 The station’s lobby is the site of Telemundo Gallery, open to the general 

public and school tours from 8:30 a.m. to 5:30 p.m. 

 

B. SPECIAL PROGRAMS AND EVENTS 

 

 

C. PUBLIC SERVICE ANNOUNCEMENTS 

 

PSA#  TITLE LENGTH   JUL  AUG      SEP      TOTAL 

1003 Alianza Manos  :30ss  168  125    293  

1023 CruzRojaHuracanes :30ss  168     65  8  241 

1025 Crearte2017  :30ss    91          91 

1026 PlazaArtesanía  :30ss      8            8 

1027 MakeAWish  :30ss    50  242    292 

1028 BabyBoomers  :30ss    56  115    171 

1029 RMFoundation  :30ss    92  183    275 

1030 DiaSaludable  :30ss      6  106    112 

1031 FeriaPlanetaDig :30ss      29       29 

1032 AjugarenFamilia :30ss    123    123 

1033 FeriaGuayama  :30ss        5         5 

1034 FeriaEclipse  :30ss    112     112 

1035 NinosSaludables :30ss       40        40 

1036 LolaChallenge  :30ss    171  53    224 



1037 HogarCunaSC  :15ss      27  54      81 

1038 HogarCunaSC  :30ss      45  101    146 

1039 AlianzaAbre  :30ss        1        1 

1040 AlianzaEnseame :30ss       2  8      10 

1041 AlianzaValientes :30ss       2  9      11 

1042 AlianzaReality  :30ss       2  2       4 

1043 AlianzaTorbellino :30ss       2         2 

1044 ViejoTeAmo  :30ss      27     27 

1046 Arbol   :30ss      28     28 

1609 MiercAmor  :30ss      8      8 

1611 MiercYesica  :30ss      5      5 

1612 MiercYesica  :15ss      2      2 

1613 MiercVirginia  :30ss      5      5 

1614 MiercCataDiablas :30ss      3      3 

1616 MiercCaro  :30ss      1      1 

1617 MiercDaniela  :30ss      1      1 

1618 MiercFabian  :30ss      1      1 

1620 MiercPersonajes :30ss      5      5 

1621 MiercTrailer90  1:30ss      17     17 

1622 MiercTrailer60  1:00ss      17     17 

1623 MiercTrailer30  :30ss      1      1 

1624 MiercCatalina  :30ss      1      1 

1627 LunesCarmen  :30ss      49      49 

1628 HoyCarmen  :30ss      1          1 

1629 LunesTrailer  :30ss      43      43 

1631 Conteo5días  :15ss      8       8 

1632 Conteo4días  :15ss      3       3 

1633 Conteo3días  :15ss      9       9 

1634 Conteo2días  :15ss      10     10 

1635 Conteo1día  :15ss      3       3 

1659 amor   :30ss    17       17 

1660 ProntoAmor  :15ss      1  17       18 

1661 ProntoYesica  :30ss      1  14       15 

1662 ProntoYesica  :15ss      1            1 

1663 FechaCaro  :15ss           2          2 

1664 FechaCathy  :15ss       2          2 

1665 Virginia  :30ss    13       13 

1666 Catalinas  :30ss    19        19 

1667 Trio   :30ss       2          2 

1668 FechaDaniela  :15ss       2          2 

1669 FechaFabian  :15ss       1          1  

1670 Personajes  :30ss       6          6 

1671 Personajes  :15ss    25        25 



1672 Homemade  :15ss  _____    2    ______         2 

   TOTAL   642  1,618  960  3,220 


